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Following is excerpted from a recent address by
Pope John Paul I I to a group of farm workers in
Portugal:

forms of association and cooperation among themselves and suitable initiatives for modernization in
technical and cultural matters."

In our time of sharp economic and social tensions
the unilateral vision of progress prevails and is mainly
turned toward industrialization. But it is consoling to
see how stress is now being laid, upon the need to give
agriculture back the place it is due it in the context of
development of each nation
[and international progress. The
bishops of Portugal have
rightly remarked, "It is not
enough to claim guidelines,"
but there is urgent need to
create economic, social and
cultural
conditions "for
satisfaction of these rights to be
possible, and for farmers, very
I especially the young among
; them, to feel really stimulated
1
to remain on the land and keep
to agricultural work."

For our view of the problems of farmwork to be as it
ought, we have to direct our thought to the dignity and
position of man in this world — in continuity with the
church's tradition of social doctrine. The truth is that it
is man who accomplishes work, or it is because of men
that the whole of human labor has to be based on
justice and inspired and given worth through real and
effective love of neighbor.

This is a challenge to all, and "country folk
themselves cannot fail to respond by opening to new

In the encyclical, "Laborem Exercens," I sought to
extol the preeminent figure of "man who works." This
is the essential key to interpreting and solving social
problems. By work I mean all human activity, from the
most modest and most humbly performed to the most
elevated. The criteria and general principles expounded in the encyclical ought to be applied to work
on the land. I dedicated several pages in the encyclical
to the "dignity of the agricultural laborer."
Dearest rural workers, men and women, young and
old, it is to you that the Lord of the vineyard speaks in
the Gospel, "You too go along to my vineyard and I
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will pay you whatever is fair." In.spite of its conciseness, this phrase leads us to the study of various
problems, the solution of which can be obtained only
through applying fundamental ethical principles or
universal values, on which the real progress of societies
is based. When applying them we have to take account
of particular situations and the various types and
grades of development of each human area. In a word,
it is necessary to listen to the exigencies of justice and
attribute moral primacy to that which derives from the
total truth about man.
In spite of the enormous progress made by science
and technology, the contemporary "world lives in terror
of a great catastrophe which might invert its great
successes, if war came to prevail over peace. Therefore
armaments spending ought to be reduced, so as to be
able to guarantee all countries the minimum of
conditions necessary for global development, especially
as regards agriculture and the food supply. The state of
absolute poverty suffered by some countries with
backward agricultural economies offends the dignity of
millions of. person who are constrained to live in
conditions of degrading penury. So it is urgent to give
land workers possibilities for concretely realizing their
fundamental human rights.
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Who can be against the search
for peace, which is terribly
important, and more than just
peace, nuclear peace, of which
there are a number of groups
growing now, but it cannot be
a unilateral effort on our part,
either.
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According to Rose Lucey,
mother of nine, grandmother
of eight, and veteran of 40
years of marriage and social
justice organizations and
campaigns, the U.S.-originator
of the idea of a national peace
academy was Benjamin
Banneker, the free-born blacky
surveyor, and publisher. He
and- his friend. Benjamin
Rush, -signer of the
Declaration of Independence,
pushed for . establishing a
Department of Peace in the
infani government, and
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your donation goes an extra long way
towards helping people who
need your help.
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that y o u know about the hundreds of volunteer
workers w h o put in thousands of hours during the
fund-raising campaign. But there are also all
those w h o just keep on giving their time and
their talents. You see,
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